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TeamCity 7 Continous IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Nowadays, Agile application development is usually done at a fast pace when many developers are working on the same piece of code. Every so often, this becomes a real challenge if there's no permanent control over consistency of the project source. It is often impossible to force lazy and/or busy programmers to execute tests before and...
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Go Standard Library Cookbook: Over 120 specific ways to make full use of the standard library components in GolangPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement solutions by leveraging the power of the GO standard library and reducing dependency on external crates

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop high quality, fast and portable applications by leveraging the power of Go Standard Library.
	
			Practical recipes that will help you work...
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Web Development with JavaServer PagesManning Publications, 2001
Finally, you can harness the full power of Java within your web pages to create dynamic content. Unlike ASP or CGI scripts, JavaServer Pages (JSP) gives you full access to all the Java APIs. You get true platform-independence, the advantages of object-oriented design, and clean separation of the look of a web page from its underlying business...
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The Complete Bartender (Updated)Berkley, 2003

	Get the essential guide to mixing up a good time! Now that it's been completely updated with fifty new drinks-including the mojito and the Rock Lobster-you'll enjoy preparing and serving drinks more than ever. With more than 2000 recipes, including nonalcoholic drinks, plus party-planning tips, hints on making toasts, barware lists...
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Essential SNMPO'Reilly, 2001
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an Internet-standard protocol for managing hosts on an IP network. Devices that typically support SNMP include routers, switches, servers, workstations, printers, modem racks, UPSs, and more. 
 
Essential SNMP is a practical introduction to SNMP for network and system...
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Kafka: The Definitive Guide: Real-time data and stream processing at scaleO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Learn how to take full advantage of Apache Kafka, the distributed, publish-subscribe queue for handling real-time data feeds. With this comprehensive book, you’ll understand how Kafka works and how it’s designed. Authors Neha Narkhede, Gwen Shapira, and Todd Palino show you how to deploy production Kafka clusters; secure,...
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The Elements of Investing: Easy Lessons for Every InvestorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		Seize control of your financial future with rock-solid advice from two of the world’s leading investment experts

	
		Investors today are bombarded with conflicting advice about how to handle the increasingly volatile stock market. From pronouncements of the “death of diversification” to the supposed...
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For Crying Out Loud: From Open Outcry to the Electronic ScreenJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In Praise of For Crying Out Loud

"Endowed with strong parents and a bit of luck, Leo Melamed has made a remarkable escape from Nazi occupied Poland to building one of the pinnacles of global finance. Over four decades and more, he was the leading force in bringing his beloved 'Merc' from obscure trading pits for butter...
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Propose, Prepare, Present: How to become a successful, effective, and popular speaker at industry conferencesO'Reilly, 2013

	Every year, tens of thousands of companies--from industry giants to aspiring upstarts--apply to speak at conferences. They pump millions of dollars into these events, hoping to find new customers, strengthen their brand, and meet new partners. Sadly, for most of them, things don't go that way. Submitted topics aren't chosen; when they...
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CCNP BSCI Portable Command Guide (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2007
Preparing for the CCNP® certification? Working as a network professional? Here are all the CCNP-level commands for the Building Scalable Cisco Internetworks (BSCI) exam you need in one condensed, portable resource. The CCNP BSCI Portable Command Guide is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information and is portable...
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Laptop Music Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2005
This book is meant to be both an introduction to using computers in live music performance, as well as an advanced practical guide to this growing area of modern music. More and more musicians and bands working in a wide variety of different musical styles are using computers and software as part of their live performance rigs...
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1001 Ways to Stay Young NaturallyDK Adult, 2007

	We are the generations who are determined to stay young forever. Whether you were part of the youth movements that created Woodstock and the Glastonbury festival, punk rock and rave culture, hip hop and the first and second summers of love or are simply facing up to your first gray hairs and wondering how to live a greener life, you probably...
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